kingdom storytelling on a budget

How can we use today’s media to better communicate Love’s song?

The CFO North America Media Camp will equip you with the knowledge and skills you need to plan, capture, edit and deliver Kingdom stories to the world.

LEARN THE FUNDAMENTALS

PLANNING
What story do you want to tell?

CAPTURING QUALITY AUDIO AND VIDEO
How do you record and edit audio on your mobile device or laptop
An introduction to lighting, composition and framing

EDITING
Syncing audio and video
Getting started with video editing

DELIVERING
Adjusting dynamics for podcast listening
Learn how to share effectively through common channels

WHEN IS IT?
September 6-8, 2019

WHERE?
Canterbury Retreat Center
Orlando, FL

WHAT IS THE COST?
$450/per person
Includes: lodging, meals, event fee

COMUTER RATE
$310/per person
Includes: meals, event fee

EARLY BIRD RATE (by June 1)
With lodging: $350/per person
Commuter: $260/per person

SEATING LIMITED. REGISTER TODAY!
CFONorthAmerica.org/events

Questions?
Michelle DeChant: mcdechant@gmail.com
Tina Bracken: 607-535-4415; tinabracken@CFONorthAmerica.org

SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE!